Introduction {#ss1}
============

For several decades, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) has made annual estimates of influenza‐associated deaths in the US.[^1^](#b1){ref-type="ref"}, [^2^](#b2){ref-type="ref"}, [^3^](#b3){ref-type="ref"}, [^4^](#b4){ref-type="ref"} We use the term influenza‐associated death herein to refer to a death for which influenza infection was likely a contributor to mortality, but not necessarily the sole reason for the acute illness that led to the death. Estimates of influenza‐associated deaths have been used to determine costs and benefits associated with influenza prevention and control strategies (including vaccination) and in preparing for both seasonal epidemics and future pandemics.[^5^](#b5){ref-type="ref"}, [^6^](#b6){ref-type="ref"}, [^7^](#b7){ref-type="ref"}

Influenza infections result in morbidity and mortality nearly every season in the US.[^4^](#b4){ref-type="ref"}, [^8^](#b8){ref-type="ref"} Mortality associated with influenza varies by age group, by chronic disease status, and by influenza virus type and subtype.[^4^](#b4){ref-type="ref"}, [^9^](#b9){ref-type="ref"}, [^10^](#b10){ref-type="ref"}, [^11^](#b11){ref-type="ref"} Introductions of a novel efficiently transmitted influenza A virus into the population can result in pandemics, which are often associated with more deaths than annual influenza epidemics. Primarily because the US population of those aged ≥65 years has increased substantially since the last pandemic in 1968--1969, current annual estimates of influenza‐associated deaths exceed the annual estimates of deaths associated with that pandemic.[^4^](#b4){ref-type="ref"}

Previous estimates for both pandemic and epidemic influenza‐associated deaths have varied, based on outcomes modeled and the specific statistical methods used.[^4^](#b4){ref-type="ref"}, [^9^](#b9){ref-type="ref"}, [^12^](#b12){ref-type="ref"}, [^13^](#b13){ref-type="ref"} Four classes of models have been used by CDC to estimate influenza‐associated deaths in the US: (i) rate‐difference models,[^14^](#b14){ref-type="ref"}, [^15^](#b15){ref-type="ref"}, [^16^](#b16){ref-type="ref"}, [^17^](#b17){ref-type="ref"} (ii) Serfling least squares cyclical regression models which do not incorporate influenza viral surveillance data,[^1^](#b1){ref-type="ref"}, [^2^](#b2){ref-type="ref"}, [^18^](#b18){ref-type="ref"} (iii) Serfling--Poisson regression models which do incorporate influenza viral surveillance data,[^4^](#b4){ref-type="ref"}, [^19^](#b19){ref-type="ref"} and (iv) autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) models which do not use influenza surveillance data.[^13^](#b13){ref-type="ref"}, [^20^](#b20){ref-type="ref"}, [^21^](#b21){ref-type="ref"} In this study, we used these four classes of models to estimate underlying respiratory and circulatory deaths that were associated with influenza among persons aged \<65 or ≥65 years. Our objectives were to compare estimates made by using each of the models, to assess similarities and differences among the estimates produced by using each model, and to suggest several strengths and weakness of each model. We believe these results will be of interest not only to researchers and health officials in countries that currently use these models, but also to those in countries that are considering methods to estimate the mortality burden of influenza.

Methods {#ss2}
=======

Data and analyses {#ss3}
-----------------

United States laboratory‐based surveillance for influenza viruses was conducted from October through mid‐May (calendar week 40 through week 20). During the 1976--1977 through 2002--2003 respiratory seasons, we obtained weekly influenza test results from 50 to 75 World Health Organization (WHO) collaborating virology laboratories in the US. The laboratories provided weekly numbers of total respiratory specimens tested for influenza and the number of positive influenza tests by virus type and subtype.[^22^](#b22){ref-type="ref"}

National mortality data were obtained from the National Center for Health Statistics.[^23^](#b23){ref-type="ref"} Deaths were categorized using the International Classification of Diseases eighth revision (ICD‐8), ninth revision (ICD‐9) [^24^](#b24){ref-type="ref"} or tenth revision (ICD‐10), as appropriate. We modeled underlying respiratory and circulatory deaths (ICD‐8 codes 390--519; ICD‐9 codes 390--519; ICD‐10 codes I00--I99, J00--J99). Underlying respiratory and circulatory deaths provide an estimate of death‐associated respiratory infections that is more sensitive than underlying pneumonia and influenza deaths and more specific than all‐cause deaths.[^4^](#b4){ref-type="ref"}

We used four types of models to estimate influenza‐associated deaths: (i)rate‐difference models,[^16^](#b16){ref-type="ref"} (ii) Serfling least squares cyclical regression models,[^18^](#b18){ref-type="ref"} (iii) Serfling--Poisson regression models,[^4^](#b4){ref-type="ref"} and (iv) autoregressive integrated moving average models.[^20^](#b20){ref-type="ref"} Human subject review was not required for this study as only aggregate national data without personal identifiers were used in analyses.

Peri‐ and summer‐season rate‐difference models {#ss4}
----------------------------------------------

Incidence rate‐difference models have been used frequently to estimate influenza‐associated hospitalizations and deaths.[^14^](#b14){ref-type="ref"}, [^16^](#b16){ref-type="ref"}, [^17^](#b17){ref-type="ref"}, [^25^](#b25){ref-type="ref"} We defined five periods for each season: (i) a period when ≥10% of specimens tested were positive for influenza, (ii) a period when ≥15% of specimens were positive, (iii) a peri‐season baseline period when \<10% of specimens were positive, (iv) a peri‐season baseline period when \<15% of specimens were positive, and (v) a summer‐season baseline period. The summer‐season baseline period was defined as the weeks from July through September at the beginning of each season and May and June at the end of each season when there is little influenza activity.

The peri‐season excess mortality rates were defined as the difference in the average weekly mortality rates between an influenza period and a peri‐season period for a particular season. The summer‐season excess mortality rates were defined as the difference in the average weekly rates between an influenza period and a summer‐season period.

Weekly excess mortality rates were converted to annual excess numbers of deaths by using the number of weeks that were above an epidemic threshold, and available US census data: annual excess deaths = (excess weekly rate) × (number of epidemic weeks) × (population).

Serfling least squares cyclical regression model {#ss5}
------------------------------------------------

A previously published Serfling least squares cyclical regression model was used to estimate annual numbers of influenza‐associated deaths.[^18^](#b18){ref-type="ref"} In this model where *Y* ~*i*~ represented the number of deaths in a particular week *i*, β~0~ represented the intercept, β~1~ represented a coefficient for the linear time trend, β~2~ represented a coefficient for the quadratic time trend, β~3~ and β~4~ represented coefficients associated with seasonal fluctuations in deaths, and e~*i*~ represented the error term. Epidemic thresholds were defined for the first 5 years of data for each age‐group based primarily on visual inspection of the data. These thresholds were based on the 1978/1979 influenza season, when influenza A(H1N1) viruses predominated and other evidence suggested that few deaths were attributable to influenza.[^18^](#b18){ref-type="ref"}, [^26^](#b26){ref-type="ref"} For subsequent seasons, annual baselines were forecasted using the prior 5‐year non‐epidemic data.

Serfling--Poisson regression model {#ss6}
----------------------------------

Poisson regression models which incorporated weekly influenza circulation data were used to estimate influenza‐associated deaths by age group.[^4^](#b4){ref-type="ref"}, [^27^](#b27){ref-type="ref"}, [^28^](#b28){ref-type="ref"} The models included coefficients similar to those described for the least squares regression models as well as additional terms corresponding to the circulation of influenza A(H3N2), A(H1N1), and B viruses.[^4^](#b4){ref-type="ref"} The three terms represented the percentages of specimens testing positive by subtype during a particular week. The age‐specific population size was used as an offset term. Weekly estimates of the US population by age group were obtained from the US Census Bureau.[^29^](#b29){ref-type="ref"}

In each Poisson regression model, where, *Y* ~*i*~ represented the number of deaths at week *i*, α was the population offset, β~0~ represented the intercept, β~1~ through β~3~ represented coefficients associated with secular trends, β~4~ and β~5~ represented coefficients associated with seasonal changes in deaths, and β~6~--β~8~ represented coefficients associated with the percentages of specimens testing positive for each influenza virus type and sub‐type during a given week. We did not have data for respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) before 1990 so an RSV term was not included in the model. Previous estimates of influenza‐associated deaths have suggested that the total estimates of influenza‐associated deaths are not significantly influenced by the inclusion of a RSV term.[^30^](#b30){ref-type="ref"} However, it is possible that if we made age‐specific estimates for young children that the inclusion of RSV in the model could lead to significant differences in death estimates.

Predicted values for the full model for a given week were estimated and then predicted values for models that excluded one viral term were subtracted to estimate influenza‐associated deaths associated with that viral type/subtype. The weekly influenza‐associated deaths were summed for each viral term across the influenza season.

Autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) models {#ss7}
-------------------------------------------------------

Previously published methods developed by Choi and Thacker [^13^](#b13){ref-type="ref"}, [^20^](#b20){ref-type="ref"}, [^31^](#b31){ref-type="ref"}, [^32^](#b32){ref-type="ref"} were used to estimate influenza‐associated deaths. For each age group, a Fourier equation was used to estimate baseline, non‐influenza deaths during the influenza epidemic weeks of 1972--1973 and 1973--1974; epidemic weeks were defined as two or more consecutive weeks when mortality was greater than two standard deviations (SD) above the mean. Influenza‐related excess deaths were defined as the difference between actual deaths and estimated non‐influenza deaths. During epidemic weeks, total deaths were replaced with estimates of non‐influenza deaths. Following Box‐Jenkins procedures,[^33^](#b33){ref-type="ref"} we removed seasonal patterns from the data by taking the difference in weekly deaths one year apart (e.g., deaths week 40 in 1974--deaths week 40 in 1973). We used the actual deaths during non‐epidemic weeks and the Fourier‐estimated non‐influenza deaths to build the model to estimate deaths for the next 52 weeks. Influenza epidemic weeks were defined as two or more consecutive weeks when actual mortality was greater than the upper bound of a 95% confidence interval (CI) around the non‐influenza deaths. We replaced actual deaths for epidemic weeks with estimated non‐influenza deaths, and repeated the process for each subsequent season, re‐estimating the coefficients from the ARIMA equation. Goodness‐of‐fit was tested by using the Ljung modification of the Box‐Pierce *Q* statistic. ^39^

Comparisons of annual numbers of influenza‐associated deaths by age group {#ss8}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

We compared the annual numbers of deaths for each model by age group using Wilcoxon signed‐rank tests with a Bonferroni adjustment for multiple comparisons; an adjusted *P*‐value of \<0·05 was considered statistically significant.

Results {#ss9}
=======

Estimates of influenza‐associated deaths using rate‐difference models with a 15% threshold {#ss10}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Among persons aged \<65 years, the average annual excess death rate using the peri‐season baseline was 0·15 (95% CI 0·11--1·8) deaths per 100 000 person‐weeks and ranged from 0 to 0·42 deaths per 100 000 person‐weeks (Appendix S1). The annual average summer‐season excess rate was 0·27 deaths per 100 000 person‐weeks (95% CI 0·22--0·31). Among persons aged ≥65 years, excess mortality rates were substantially higher. Using the peri‐season baseline, there were 8·00 (95% CI 6·16--9·84) deaths per 100 000 person‐weeks with substantial variation by seasons (0--18·5 deaths per 100 000 person‐weeks). The average annual excess rate using the summer‐season baseline was 15·1 deaths per 100 000 person‐weeks (95% CI 12·9--17·3).

The annual average number of epidemic weeks (when \>15% of specimens tested were positive for influenza) was 7·4 (range 0--15 weeks) ([Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table-wrap"}). Among persons aged \<65 years, the estimated number of influenza‐associated deaths for the peri‐season model ranged from 0 to 6574 deaths with an annual average of 2507 deaths. Similarly, using the summer‐season model, the number of deaths ranged from 0 to 9264 deaths with an annual average of 4509 deaths. Among those aged ≥65 years, the estimated number of influenza‐associated deaths for the peri‐season model ranged from 0 to 51 122 deaths with an annual average of 19 954 deaths. Using the summer‐season model, the number of deaths ranged from 0 to 74 821 deaths with an annual average of 36 430 deaths. Eighty‐nine percent of all deaths occurred among persons aged 65 and older. Among all persons, the peri‐season model estimated an annual average of 22 454 (95% CI 16 189--28 179) influenza‐associated deaths.

###### 

 Incidence rate‐difference model annual estimates for underlying respiratory and circulatory deaths using a 15% threshold\*.

  Season                                                   Epi weeks   Age \< 65 years   Age \>65 years   Total                                                    
  -------------------------------------------------------- ----------- ----------------- ---------------- ------- ----- -------- -------- ------- ------- -------- --------
  1976                                                     3           0                 844              0·0     0·4   0        5749     0·0     24·2    0        6593
  1977                                                     5           4169              6107             2·1     3·1   18 658   29 272   77·3    121·2   22 827   35 379
  1978                                                     4           985               2228             0·5     1·1   3337     10 002   13·5    40·4    4322     12 230
  1979                                                     4           1275              2616             0·6     1·3   7896     17 461   31·2    68·9    9171     20 077
  1980                                                     3           2072              3170             1·0     1·6   14 334   21 753   55·4    84·1    16 406   24 923
  1981                                                     0           0                 0                0·0     0·0   0        0        0·0     0·0     0        0
  1982                                                     6           1038              2714             0·5     1·3   7591     20 122   28·0    74·2    8629     22 836
  1983                                                     12          1080              4788             0·5     2·3   8197     33 704   29·6    121·6   9277     38 492
  1984                                                     9           3311              6360             1·6     3·1   29 960   50 028   106·0   176·9   33 271   56 388
  1985                                                     7           2022              4147             1·0     2·0   16 454   33 590   57·0    116·4   18 476   37 737
  1986                                                     8           2664              4789             1·3     2·3   17 107   32 709   58·3    111·4   19 771   37 498
  1987                                                     3           502               1488             0·2     0·7   5285     13 886   17·6    46·3    5787     15 374
  1988                                                     11          2511              5059             1·2     2·3   19 314   41 823   63·2    136·9   21 825   46 882
  1989                                                     7           1429              3897             0·7     1·8   17 743   36 461   57·1    117·3   19 172   40 358
  1990                                                     5           963               2361             0·4     1·1   5575     17 393   17·6    55·0    6538     19 754
  1991                                                     8           3269              5080             1·5     2·3   25 555   42 434   79·8    132·4   28 824   47 514
  1992                                                     8           2440              4767             1·1     2·1   20 442   40 631   62·7    124·7   22 882   45 398
  1993                                                     7           4193              5647             1·8     2·5   35 972   51 450   109·0   155·9   40 165   57 097
  1994                                                     7           1457              3319             0·6     1·4   14 795   31 670   44·2    94·6    16 252   34 989
  1995                                                     7           2631              4565             1·1     2·0   16 434   34 265   48·6    101·3   19 065   38 830
  1996                                                     10          3522              6201             1·5     2·6   35 806   61 385   104·7   179·5   39 328   67 586
  1997                                                     9           4498              6593             1·9     2·8   45 431   66 220   131·5   191·6   49 929   72 813
  1998                                                     11          3945              6777             1·6     2·8   43 398   70 799   124·4   203·0   47 343   77 576
  1999                                                     12          6574              9264             2·7     3·8   51 122   74 821   145·7   213·2   57 696   84 085
  2000                                                     10          3486              5924             1·4     2·4   21 171   43 358   59·9    122·7   24 657   49 282
  2001                                                     15          5050              7665             2·0     3·0   41 801   67 143   117·7   189·1   46 851   74 808
  2002                                                     10          2614              5384             1·0     2·1   15 374   35 482   43·2    99·6    17 988   40 866
  Average during the 1976/77 through the 2002/03 seasons   7·4         2507              4509             1·2     2·1   19 954   36 430   64·7    119·3   22 461   40 939

\*The 15% threshold represent weeks in which the number of positive influenza isolates exceeded 15% of the total specimen tested.

\*\*The Peri‐season model estimates are calculated by multiplying the peri‐season rates in Appendix S1 times the number of epiweeks times the population divided by 100 000.

\*\*\*The summer‐season model estimates are calculated by multiplying the summer‐season rates in Appendix S1 times the number of epiweeks times the population divided by 100 000.

Estimates of influenza‐associated deaths using rate‐difference models with a 10% threshold {#ss11}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

As expected, estimates of numbers and rates of influenza‐associated deaths were higher with this model than the model using a 15% threshold (Appendices S2 and S3). The annual average number of epidemic weeks (when \>10% of specimens tested positive for influenza) was 11·8 (range 2--20 weeks). For persons aged \<65 years, the estimated number of influenza‐associated deaths for the peri‐season model ranged from 0 to 7084 deaths with an annual average of 3819 deaths. Using the summer‐season model, the number of deaths ranged from 436 to 10 069 deaths with an annual average of 6574 deaths. For persons aged ≥65 years, the estimated number of influenza‐associated deaths for the peri‐season model ranged from 0 to 57 844 deaths with an annual average of 29 971 deaths. Using the summer‐season model, the number of deaths ranged from 4072 to 93 789 deaths with an annual average of 52 795 deaths.

Estimates of influenza‐associated deaths using Serfling least squares regression models {#ss12}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Among persons aged \<65 or ≥65 years, the average annual number of epidemic weeks estimated during the 1976*--*1977 through 2002*--*2003 seasons was 3·6 and 9·7, respectively ([Table 2](#t2){ref-type="table-wrap"}). Among persons aged ≥65 years during the 2000/2001 season, the model estimated 28 epidemic weeks, which represented an outlier. Among persons aged \<65 or ≥65 years, the model estimated annual averages of 1475 (95% CI 855--2095) and 20 161 (95% CI 14 907*--*25 415) influenza‐associated deaths, respectively. The average annual rates of influenza‐associated deaths among those aged \<65 or ≥65 years were 0·7 (range 0--2·7) and 65·0 (range 0--134·2) per 100 000 person‐weeks, respectively. The total number of influenza‐associated deaths annually was 21 636 (95% CI 15 914*--*27 358). More than 90% of influenza‐associated pneumonia and influenza deaths occurred among persons aged ≥65 years.

###### 

 Linear regression model annual estimates using underlying respiratory and circulatory deaths\*

  Season                                                   Age \< 65 years   Age ≥ 65 years   Total                                                                           
  -------------------------------------------------------- ----------------- ---------------- ------- ------ ----- ----- -------- -------- -------- ------- -------- -------- --------
  1972                                                     9                 5206             2212    8200   2·7   6     12 174   5763     18 585   56·9    17 380   7975     26 785
  1973                                                     0                 0                0       0      0·0   0     0        0        0        0·0     0        0        0
  1974                                                     2                 836              175     1497   0·4   7     12 140   4693     19 587   54·1    12 976   4868     21 084
  1975                                                     0                 0                0       0      0·0   8     22 543   14 047   31 039   98·0    22 543   14 047   31 039
  1976                                                     0                 0                0       0      0·0   0     0        0        0        0·0     0        0        0
  1977                                                     7                 5299             2904    7695   2·7   9     30 387   20 485   40 289   125·9   35 687   23 389   47 984
  1978                                                     0                 0                0       0      0·0   0     0        0        0        0·0     0        0        0
  1979                                                     0                 0                0       0      0·0   7     14 494   7673     21 314   57·3    14 494   7673     21 314
  1980                                                     7                 4035             2233    5837   2·0   11    34 726   25 292   44 159   134·2   38 761   27 525   49 996
  1981                                                     0                 0                0       0      0·0   7     7758     1947     13 568   29·3    7758     1947     13 568
  1982                                                     0                 0                0       0      0·0   6     8600     3373     13 827   31·8    8600     3373     13 827
  1983                                                     2                 743              267     1220   0·4   2     3467     1707     5226     12·5    4210     1975     6446
  1984                                                     7                 2595             1044    4147   1·2   9     21 908   13 843   29 972   77·6    24 503   14 887   34 119
  1985                                                     2                 742              300     1185   0·4   12    20 426   8798     32 055   70·9    21 169   9097     33 240
  1986                                                     2                 530              126     934    0·2   7     10 974   5117     16 831   37·4    11 504   5243     17 765
  1987                                                     0                 0                0       0      0·0   16    26 857   15 518   38 197   89·8    26 857   15 518   38 197
  1988                                                     0                 0                0       0      0·0   4     3446     848      6043     11·3    3446     848      6043
  1989                                                     5                 2495             1503    3487   1·1   9     27 016   20 426   33 606   87·2    29 510   21 928   37 093
  1990                                                     2                 642              254     1030   0·3   18    20 881   7632     34 130   66·3    21 523   7887     35 160
  1991                                                     5                 2085             1101    3069   0·9   20    36 658   21 855   51 461   114·5   38 743   22 956   54 530
  1992                                                     3                 885              283     1487   0·4   21    35 302   20 132   50 472   108·6   36 187   20 415   51 959
  1993                                                     4                 2026             1266    2785   0·9   8     30 908   24 860   36 956   93·8    32 934   26 126   39 742
  1994                                                     0                 0                0       0      0·0   8     10 569   4259     16 879   31·7    10 569   4259     16 879
  1995                                                     3                 1449             872     2027   0·6   6     13 408   8805     18 011   39·7    14 857   9677     20 037
  1996                                                     4                 1542             755     2329   0·7   9     26 841   19 702   33 980   78·5    28 383   20 457   36 309
  1997                                                     8                 2604             1130    4077   1·1   11    33 901   26 058   41 744   98·2    36 504   27 188   45 821
  1998                                                     7                 2290             983     3597   0·9   15    41 106   29 934   52 279   117·9   43 396   30 917   55 875
  1999                                                     8                 4157             2698    5616   1·7   10    37 805   31 379   44 230   107·6   41 962   34 077   49 847
  2000                                                     15                4303             1475    7131   1·7   28    34 195   15 010   53 380   96·6    38 498   16 485   60 511
  2001                                                     5                 1403             438     2368   0·6   8     12 712   6665     18 760   35·7    14 116   7103     21 128
  2002                                                     0                 0                0       0      0·0   0     0        0        0        0·0     0        0        0
  Average during the 1976/77 through the 2002/03 seasons   3·6               1475             855     2095   0·7   9·7   20 161   14 907   25 415   65·0    21 636   15 914   27 358

\*Model estimates are based on the linear regression model used in Simonsen *et al.* (1997).

\*\*Deaths per 100 000 person years.

Estimates of influenza‐associated deaths using Serfling Poisson regression models {#ss13}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Among persons aged \<65 years, the models estimated an annual average of 2680 (95% CI 2188--3171) deaths annually ([Table 3](#t3){ref-type="table-wrap"}). The annual rates of influenza‐associated deaths ranged from 0·29 to 2·06 deaths per 100 000 person years. Among persons aged ≥65 years, the models estimated an annual average of 22 790 (95% CI 17 565--28 033), and annual rates of influenza‐associated deaths ranged from 11·7 to 144·7 deaths per 100 000 person years. The average annual total number of influenza‐associated deaths estimated from this model was 25 470 (95% CI 19 781--31 159). Eighty‐nine percent of the estimated deaths occurred among persons aged ≥65 years.

###### 

 Poisson regression model annual estimates using underlying respiratory and circulatory deaths\*

  Season                                               Age \< 65 years   Age ≥ 65 years   Total                                                                         
  ---------------------------------------------------- ----------------- ---------------- ------- ------ -------- -------- -------- ------- --------- -------- -------- ------
  1976                                                 1549              1474             1628    0·79   10 889   10,686   11 095   45·9    12 438    12 221   12 659   5·7
  1977                                                 3618              3502             3738    1·84   21 370   21 085   21 658   88·5    24 988    24 680   25 300   11·3
  1978                                                 1504              1430             1582    0·76   3318     3207     3433     13·4    4822      4688     4960     2·2
  1979                                                 906               849              967     0·45   9107     8922     9296     35·9    10 013    9819     10 211   4·4
  1980                                                 2914              2810             3022    1·45   17 979   17 718   18 244   69·5    20 893    20 612   21 178   9·2
  1981                                                 584               539              633     0·29   4702     4570     4838     17·7    5286      5145     5430     2·3
  1982                                                 3375              3263             3491    1·64   23 881   23 580   24 186   88·0    27 256    26 934   27 582   11·7
  1983                                                 1822              1740             1908    0·88   11 706   11 496   11 920   42·2    13 528    13 302   13 758   5·8
  1984                                                 4294              4167             4424    2·06   33 448   33 091   33 808   118·3   37 742    37 363   38 125   15·9
  1985                                                 1638              1561             1719    0·78   16 139   15 892   16 390   55·9    17 777    17 518   18 040   7·4
  1986                                                 1303              1234             1376    0·61   3429     3316     3546     11·7    4732      4599     4869     2·0
  1987                                                 2328              2235             2425    1·08   19 598   19 326   19 874   65·3    21 926    21 638   22 218   9·0
  1988                                                 2049              1962             2140    0·95   15 272   15 032   15 516   50·0    17 321    17 065   17 581   7·0
  1989                                                 3299              3188             3414    1·51   29 005   28 673   29 341   93·3    32 304    31 954   32 658   12·9
  1990                                                 1232              1165             1303    0·56   13 888   13 659   14 121   43·9    15 120    14 881   15 363   6·0
  1991                                                 3632              3516             3752    1·63   31 073   30 729   31 420   97·0    34 705    34 342   35 072   13·6
  1992                                                 2110              2022             2202    0·93   23 022   22 727   23 321   70·6    25 132    24 823   25 445   9·7
  1993                                                 3297              3186             3411    1·45   31 452   31 106   31 802   95·3    34 749    34 386   35 116   13·3
  1994                                                 2481              2385             2581    1·07   25 000   24 692   25 312   74·7    27 481    27 158   27 808   10·4
  1995                                                 2531              2434             2632    1·09   20 564   20 285   20 847   60·8    23 095    22 799   23 395   8·6
  1996                                                 3948              3827             4073    1·67   41 220   40 824   41 620   120·5   45 168    44 753   45 586   16·7
  1997                                                 4429              4300             4561    1·85   43 824   43 416   44 236   126·8   48 253    47 824   48 685   17·6
  1998                                                 3763              3645             3885    1·55   38 884   38 499   39 272   111·5   42 647    42 244   43 054   15·4
  1999                                                 4678              4546             4814    1·91   44 818   44 405   45 235   127·7   49 496    49 062   49,934   17·7
  2000                                                 1608              1531             1689    0·65   12 013   11 800   12 230   34·0    13 621    13 394   13 852   4·8
  2001                                                 5187              5048             5330    2·06   51 390   50 948   51 836   144·7   56 577    56 113   57 045   19·7
  2002                                                 2269              2178             2364    0·89   18 351   18 087   18 618   51·5    20 620    20 340   20 903   7·1
  Average during 1976/77 through the 2002/03 seasons   2680              2188             3171    1·20   22 790   17 565   28 016   72·4    25 470    19 781   31 159   9·90

\*The Poisson regression model is based on the methods described in Thompson *et al.* (2003).

\*\*Deaths per 100 000 person years.

Age‐specific annual estimates for the Poisson regression model were made by influenza virus type and subtype ([Table 4](#t4){ref-type="table-wrap"}). Among persons aged \<65 years, the models estimated annual averages of 345 (range 0--1462), 2027 (range 0--4743), and 307 (range 0--825) influenza‐associated deaths for A(H1), A(H3) and B viruses, respectively. Among persons aged ≥65 years, the models estimated annual averages of 887 (range 0--3241), 17 797 (range 0--45 339), and 4107 (4--10 342) influenza‐associated deaths for A(H1), A(H3) and B viruses, respectively.

###### 

 Poisson regression model annual estimates by virus type and subtype using underlying respiratory and circulatory deaths\*

  Age group                      Season   A(H1) viruses   A(H3) viruses   B viruses   All influenza                                                                  
  ------------------------------ -------- --------------- --------------- ----------- --------------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------
  \<65 years                     1976     5               2               12          1103            1040     1170     441      402      484      1549     1474     1628
  1977                           290      258             325             3323        3212            3438     5        2        12       3618     3502     3738     
  1978                           1462     1389            1539            2           1               8        40       29       55       1504     1430     1582     
  1979                           25       17              37              56          43              73       825      771      883      906      849      967      
  1980                           382      346             422             2532        2435            2633     0        0        0        2914     2810     3022     
  1981                           199      173             229             0           0               0        385      348      425      584      539      633      
  1982                           250      221             283             2937        2833            3045     188      163      217      3375     3263     3491     
  1983                           924      866             986             228         200             260      670      621      723      1822     1740     1908     
  1984                           3        1               9               4237        4111            4367     54       41       71       4294     4167     4424     
  1985                           1        0               7               977         918             1040     660      612      712      1638     1561     1719     
  1986                           1283     1215            1355            14          8               24       6        3        13       1303     1234     1376     
  1987                           103      85              125             2058        1971            2149     167      143      194      2328     2235     2425     
  1988                           949      891             1011            435         396             478      665      616      718      2049     1962     2140     
  1989                           25       17              37              3268        3158            3382     6        3        13       3299     3188     3414     
  1990                           116      97              139             438         399             481      678      629      731      1232     1165     1303     
  1991                           369      333             409             3243        3133            3357     20       13       31       3632     3516     3752     
  1992                           65       51              83              1356        1286            1430     689      639      742      2110     2022     2202     
  1993                           9        5               17              3276        3166            3390     12       7        21       3297     3186     3411     
  1994                           28       19              41              2207        2117            2301     246      217      279      2481     2385     2581     
  1995                           760      708             816             1513        1439            1591     258      228      291      2531     2434     2632     
  1996                           0        0               0               3525        3411            3643     423      385      465      3948     3827     4073     
  1997                           4        2               11              4404        4276            4536     21       14       32       4429     4300     4561     
  1998                           16       10              26              3426        3313            3543     321      288      358      3763     3645     3885     
  1999                           153      131             179             4506        4376            4640     19       12       30       4678     4546     4814     
  2000                           985      925             1048            74          59              93       549      505      597      1608     1531     1689     
  2001                           45       34              60              4743        4610            4880     399      362      440      5187     5048     5330     
  2002                           873      817             933             858         802             917      538      494      585      2269     2178     2364     
  Average 1976/1977--2002/2003   345      169             521             2027        1388            2667     307      198      416      2680     2188     3171     
  ≥65 years                      1976     8               4               16          6609            6452     6770     4272     4146     4402     10 889   10 686   11 095
  1977                           570      525             619             20 759      20 479          21 043   41       30       56       21 370   21 085   21 658   
  1978                           2916     2812            3024            10          5               19       392      355      433      3318     3207     3433     
  1978                           51       39              67              377         341             417      8679     8498     8864     9107     8922     9296     
  1980                           824      770             882             17 151      16 896          17 410   4        2        11       17 979   17 718   18 244   
  1981                           435      396             478             0           0               0        4267     4141     4397     4702     4570     4838     
  1982                           569      524             618             21 196      20 913          21 483   2116     2028     2208     23 881   23 580   24 186   
  1983                           2173     2084            2266            1674        1596            1756     7859     7687     8035     11 706   11 496   11 920   
  1984                           6        3               13              32 775      32 422          33 132   667      618      720      33 448   33 091   33 808   
  1985                           4        2               11              7729        7559            7903     8406     8228     8588     16 139   15 892   16 390   
  1986                           3241     3131            3355            110         91              133      78       62       97       3429     3316     3546     
  1987                           273      242             307             17 105      16 851          17 363   2220     2130     2314     19 598   19 326   19 874   
  1988                           2591     2493            2693            3675        3558            3796     9006     8822     9194     15 272   15 032   15 516   
  1989                           66       52              84              28 821      28 490          29 156   118      99       141      29 005   28 673   29 341   
  1990                           324      291             361             3862        3742            3986     9702     9511     9897     13 888   13 659   14 121   
  1991                           1084     1021            1150            29 683      29 347          30 023   306      274      342      31 073   30 729   31 420   
  1992                           191      166             220             12 489      12 272          12 710   10 342   10 145   10 543   23 022   22 727   23 321   
  1993                           28       19              41              31 209      30 865          31 557   215      188      246      31 452   31 106   31 802   
  1994                           89       72              110             21 130      20 847          21 417   3781     3662     3903     25 000   24 692   25 312   
  1995                           2319     2227            2415            14 353      14 120          14 590   3892     3772     4016     20 564   20 285   20 847   
  1996                           0        0               0               34 692      34 329          35 059   6528     6372     6688     41 220   40 824   41 620   
  1997                           12       7               21              43 484      43 077          43 895   328      294      365      43 824   43 416   44 236   
  1998                           45       34              60              33 707      33 349          34 069   5132     4993     5274     38 884   38 499   39 272   
  1999                           462      422             506             44 039      43 630          44 452   317      284      354      44 818   44 405   45 235   
  2000                           2975     2870            3084            714         664             768      8324     8147     8505     12 013   11 800   12 230   
  2001                           134      113             159             45 339      44 924          45 758   5917     5768     6070     51 390   50 948   51 836   
  2002                           2559     2462            2660            7818        7647            7993     7974     7801     8151     18 351   18 087   18 618   
  Average 1976/1977--2002/2003   887      440             1334            17 797      11 833          23 760   4107     2660     5554     22 790   17 565   28 016   

\*The Poisson regression model is based on the methods described in Thompson *et al.* (2003).

Estimates of influenza‐associated deaths using ARIMA models {#ss14}
-----------------------------------------------------------

Using a two‐SD threshold and data for persons aged \<65 years, the average annual number of epidemic weeks from the 1976/1977 through 2002/2003 seasons was 1·6 (range 0--7 weeks), and the average annual number of influenza‐associated deaths was 809 (95% CI 292--1326) ([Table 5](#t5){ref-type="table-wrap"}). Among persons aged ≥65 years, the average annual number of epidemic weeks was 9·0 and the average annual number of influenza‐associated deaths were 24 856 (95% CI 19 576--30 136). Using these models, more than 96% of all influenza‐associated deaths occurred among persons aged 65 and older (See Appendix S4 for ARIMA model estimates using a one standard deviation threshold).

###### 

 Autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) model annual estimates using two SD threshold using underlying respiratory and circulatory deaths\*

  Season                         Age \< 65 years   Age ≥ 65 years   Total                                                                              
  ------------------------------ ----------------- ---------------- -------- -------- ----- ----- -------- -------- -------- ------- -------- -------- --------
  1972                           4                 690              NA\*\*   NA\*\*   0·4   4     3698     NA\*\*   NA\*\*   17·3    4388     NA\*\*   NA\*\*
  1973                           0                 0                0        0        0·0   0     0        0        0        0·0     0        0        0
  1974                           0                 0                0        0        0·0   0     0        0        0        0·0     0        0        0
  1975                           2                 1043             113      1974     0·5   6     17 879   7744     28 015   77·7    18 922   7857     29 989
  1976                           0                 0                0        0        0·0   0     0        0        0        0·0     0        0        0
  1977                           7                 4702             1887     7517     2·4   8     25 246   13 064   37 426   104·6   29 948   14 951   44 943
  1978                           0                 0                0        0        0·0   0     0        0        0        0·0     0        0        0
  1979                           0                 0                0        0        0·0   7     18 582   8958     28 205   73·5    18 582   8958     28 205
  1980                           6                 3715             1562     5869     1·8   11    37 319   22 498   52 139   144·2   41 034   24 060   58 008
  1981                           2                 892              172      1611     0·4   4     6376     1184     11 566   24·1    7268     1356     13 177
  1982                           0                 0                0        0        0·0   10    19 732   6892     32 573   72·9    19 732   6892     32 573
  1983                           0                 0                0        0        0·0   9     16 424   5109     27 739   59·4    16 424   5109     27 739
  1984                           6                 3109             932      5285     1·5   12    37 535   22 663   52 407   133·0   40 644   23 595   57 692
  1985                           0                 0                0        0        0·0   12    27 305   12 768   41 841   94·8    27 305   12 768   41 841
  1986                           0                 0                0        0        0·0   10    18 252   6350     30 155   62·2    18 252   6350     30 155
  1987                           0                 0                0        0        0·0   14    37 528   21 097   53 960   125·4   37 528   21 097   53 960
  1988                           0                 0                0        0        0·0   11    22 967   10 398   35 537   75·4    22 967   10 398   35 537
  1989                           4                 1846             617      3076     0·8   11    35 694   23 200   48 187   115·1   37 540   23 817   51 263
  1990                           0                 0                0        0        0·0   5     10 038   4431     15 645   31·9    10 038   4431     15 645
  1991                           0                 0                0        0        0·0   9     20 883   10 877   30 889   65·2    20 883   10 877   30 889
  1992                           3                 1191             285      2097     0·5   13    36 381   22 082   50 681   112·0   37 572   22 367   52 778
  1993                           4                 2058             884      3232     0·9   10    39 624   28 657   50 592   120·3   41 682   29 541   53 824
  1994                           0                 0                0        0        0·0   10    23 065   12 971   33 158   69·1    23 065   12 971   33 158
  1995                           2                 802              231      1373     0·3   10    22 406   12 379   32 433   66·3    23 208   12 610   33 806
  1996                           2                 645              80       1210     0·3   14    36 951   23 016   50 887   108·1   37 596   23 096   52 097
  1997                           0                 0                0        0        0·0   12    42 928   31 084   54 772   124·3   42 928   31 084   54 772
  1998                           2                 617              50       1185     0·3   15    49 097   34 518   63 677   140·9   49 714   34 568   64 862
  1999                           4                 2268             1157     3378     0·9   9     39 915   31 257   48 573   113·6   42 183   32 414   51 951
  2000                           0                 0                0        0        0·0   6     17 967   10 329   25 604   50·7    17 967   10 329   25 604
  2001                           0                 0                0        0        0·0   8     22 256   14 569   29 944   62·5    22 256   14 569   29 944
  2002                           0                 0                0        0        0·0   3     6646     3717     9574     18·6    6646     3717     9574
  Average 1976/1977--2002/2003   1·6               809              292      1326     0·4   9·0   24 856   19 576   30 136   80·3    25 665   20 148   31 182

\*The ARIMA models are based on the methods described in Choi & Thacker (1982).

\*\*Excess death confidence intervals could not be estimated.

Comparisons of annual estimates of influenza‐associated deaths by age and model type {#ss15}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Annual estimates of influenza‐associated deaths for each model by season are summarized in [Table 6](#t6){ref-type="table-wrap"}. Correlations between annual estimates by model type were all at least moderately correlated (*r* \> 0·53) and statistically significant ([Table 7](#t7){ref-type="table-wrap"}). The lowest correlations were seen for comparisons with the Serfling linear regression model.

###### 

 Summary of average annual numbers of influenza‐associated deaths by model type

  Season                                                   Peri‐10%   Sum‐10%   Peri‐15%   Sum‐15%   Linear   Poisson   ARIMA 2 SD
  -------------------------------------------------------- ---------- --------- ---------- --------- -------- --------- ------------
  1972                                                     NA\*       NA\*      NA\*       NA\*      17 380   NA\*      4388
  1973                                                     NA\*       NA\*      NA\*       NA\*      0        NA\*      0
  1974                                                     NA\*       NA\*      NA\*       NA\*      12 976   NA\*      0
  1975                                                     NA\*       NA\*      NA\*       NA\*      22 543   NA\*      18 922
  1976                                                     0          16 610    0          6593      0        12 438    0
  1977                                                     37 785     56 323    22 827     35 379    35 687   24 988    29 948
  1978                                                     8565       23 353    4322       12 230    0        4822      0
  1979                                                     25 971     45 929    9171       20 077    14 494   10 013    18 582
  1980                                                     47 663     64 942    16 406     24 923    38 761   20 893    41 034
  1981                                                     0          4508      0          0         7758     5286      7268
  1982                                                     22 027     47 513    8629       22 836    8600     27 256    19 732
  1983                                                     9552       48 383    9277       38 492    4210     13 528    16 424
  1984                                                     36 389     66 081    33 271     56 388    24 503   37 742    40 644
  1985                                                     23 274     49 339    18 476     37 737    21 169   17 777    27 305
  1986                                                     19 771     37 498    19 771     37 498    11 504   4732      18 252
  1987                                                     23 767     47 605    5787       15 374    26 857   21 926    37 528
  1988                                                     26 386     56 341    21 825     46 882    3446     17 321    22 967
  1989                                                     57 268     81 590    19 172     40 358    29 510   32 304    37 540
  1990                                                     20 090     46 889    6538       19 754    21 523   15 120    10 038
  1991                                                     36 345     59 542    28 824     47 514    38 743   34 705    20 883
  1992                                                     40 293     74 836    22 882     45 398    36 187   25 132    37 572
  1993                                                     50 242     71 382    40 165     57 097    32 934   34 749    41 682
  1994                                                     35 325     62 601    16 252     34 989    10 569   27 481    23 065
  1995                                                     32 455     68 758    19 065     38 830    14 857   23 095    23 208
  1996                                                     64 791     103 858   39 328     67 586    28 383   45 168    37 596
  1997                                                     61 335     87 824    49 929     72 813    36 504   48 253    42 928
  1998                                                     58 638     89 915    47 343     77 576    43 396   42 647    49 714
  1999                                                     63 111     91 602    57 696     84 085    41 962   49 496    42 183
  2000                                                     30 311     57 805    24 657     49 282    38 498   13 621    17 967
  2001                                                     55 023     87 343    46 851     74 808    14 116   56 577    22 256
  2002                                                     25 957     54 606    17 988     40 866    0        20 620    6646
  Average during the 1976/77 through the 2002/03 seasons   33 790     59 369    22 461     40 939    21 636   25 470    25 665
  SD during the 1976/77 through the 2002/03 seasons        18 778     23 279    15 839     22 054    14 462   14 377    13 943

ARIMA, autoregressive integrated moving average; SD, standard deviation.

\*Excess death numbers and rates could not be estimated due to lack of viral surveillance data.

###### 

 Correlations between annual estimates of influenza‐associated deaths\*

  * *         Peri‐10%   Sum‐10%   Peri‐15%   Sum‐15%   Linear   Poisson   ARIMA
  ----------- ---------- --------- ---------- --------- -------- --------- -------
  Peri‐10%    1·00                                                          
  Sum‐10%     0·95       1·00                                               
  Peri‐15%    0·86       0·84      1·00                                     
  Sum‐15%     0·83       0·88      0·97       1·00                          
  Linear      0·72       0·63      0·62       0·54      1·00                
  Poisson     0·86       0·86      0·86       0·83      0·54     1·00       
  ARIMA 2SD   0·82       0·78      0·69       0·65      0·79     0·68      1·00

ARIMA, autoregressive integrated moving average; SD, standard deviation.

\*All correlations were statistically significant.

Estimates from each model were compared using the Wilcoxon signed‐rank tests with a Bonferroni adjustment for multiple comparisons. For models that used viral surveillance data, these comparisons were limited to the 1976--1977 through the 2002--2003 seasons when viral surveillance data were available. For persons aged \<65 years, the summer‐season 10% rate‐difference estimates were significantly higher than all other estimates. (See Appendix S5a for annual estimates) Summer‐season 15% estimates were significantly lower than the summer‐season 10% estimates and higher than the linear, Poisson, and ARIMA estimates. The peri‐season 10% estimates were significantly higher than the linear and ARIMA estimates. The ARIMA model estimates were significantly lower than estimates from all other models, except for the linear regression estimates.

For persons aged ≥65 years, the summer‐season 10% rate‐difference estimates were significantly higher than all other model estimates with the exception of the summer‐season 15% model. (See Appendix S5b for annual estimates).

Discussion {#ss16}
==========

Annual estimates of influenza‐associated deaths have been used to describe the relative severity of inter‐pandemic and pandemic influenza seasons. Numbers and rates of influenza‐associated deaths also have been used in economic analyses to assess the costs and benefits of public health interventions. Specifically, estimates of influenza‐associated deaths have been influential in analyses of the cost‐effectiveness of possible expansions of US influenza vaccination recommendations.[^34^](#b34){ref-type="ref"}, [^35^](#b35){ref-type="ref"} Thus, estimates of influenza‐associated deaths on a national level have been directly relevant to US influenza control policies.

The four excess death models used by CDC over the past four decades to make estimates of influenza‐associated deaths produced a similar picture of the burden of influenza‐associated mortality during our 31‐year study period. While there is no gold standard currently available for assessing the performance of the different models, with the exception of estimates made by using the summer‐season 10% rate‐difference model, the models produced mortality estimates that were similar in absolute magnitude and similar across 31 influenza seasons.

While most models yielded similar excess death estimates, each model has several strengths and weaknesses. Rate‐difference models have been used for many years because they are straightforward and can be used with less than five seasons of baseline data. Rate‐difference models may be used in countries with more than a single peak in influenza activity each season. These models are easy to implement, they do not require the manual definition of epidemic thresholds, and they allow other factors (e.g., the circulation of RSV) to be incorporated into models, if viral data for other pathogens are available. However the many advantages of rate‐difference models must be balanced against their weaknesses. While peri‐season rate‐difference models produce estimates of US influenza‐associated deaths that are comparable with those produced by using other methods, the summer‐season rate‐difference models consistently produce estimates of mortality that appear inflated when compared with those obtained from other models. Rate‐difference models usually cannot be used to estimate influenza type‐ and subtype‐specific mortality, because circulation of influenza types and subtypes overlap, and overlapping viral data is difficult to incorporate in these simple models. Finally, seasonal factors other than influenza circulation are difficult to control for and therefore the results could be biased by such factors temperature and humidity.

A strength of the Serfling least squares regression model is that it provides estimates of influenza‐associated deaths without the need for influenza virus surveillance data, at least when these models are used in temperate areas in which the seasonality of influenza has been documented. While this may be a strength for countries that are not collecting consistent influenza virus surveillance data, the lack of such data may mean that the model's underlying assumption that essentially all excess winter mortality is associated with influenza circulation may be unreasonable. These models also are simple when compared with other regression models. Particular weaknesses of the least squares regression model are the requirement to visually examine data to define initial baseline periods and the use of arbitrary statistical thresholds (e.g., *z*‐score cut‐points) to define influenza‐associated deaths.

The Serfling--Poisson regression models produce estimate of numbers and rates of deaths by influenza type and subtype, an advantage for countries like the US that have many years of robust influenza virus surveillance data. Other strengths of Poisson models include the ability to account for changes in population size over time and the ability to incorporate other variables, such as the circulation of other pathogens (e.g., RSV) or climatic variables such as temperature. Disadvantages of Poisson models as used by CDC include requirements for consistent, robust weekly viral surveillance data and for at least 5 years of mortality data before stable estimates of the effects of all three currently circulating influenza types and subtypes can be made. Nonetheless, when the necessary data are available the ability of these models to provide weekly estimates of type‐ and subtype‐specific deaths represent a step forward in efforts to better understand the burden of influenza on mortality. Another disadvantage of this method is that it makes an assumption that a linear relationship exists between the percentage of specimens testing positive for influenza and the log of the mortality rate. This assumption is difficult to test. However, it is logical to assume that increasing intensity of influenza circulation does lead to increases in influenza‐associated deaths.

The ARIMA method is a dynamic forecasting method that uses the relationship between past data to forecast future values. A strength of this method for estimating influenza‐associated deaths is that virologic data and manually setting baselines are not required. Another advantage is that as more data are collected the model can be updated and re‐validated (i.e., the coefficients changed) to improve model fit and accuracy. Autoregressive integrated moving average methods have several disadvantages when compared with more commonly used models. They can be complicated to implement successfully, provide relatively few advantages over the more simple linear regression models, and suffer from some of the same weaknesses as these models, including defining influenza seasons solely by the use of statistical thresholds.

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention's most recent published estimates of influenza‐associated deaths for the 1990--1991 through 1998--1999 seasons made use of Poisson regression models. The annual average number of underlying respiratory and circulatory deaths associated with influenza during those nine seasons was 36 155 deaths.[^4^](#b4){ref-type="ref"} An annual estimate for a longer period (the 1976/1977 season through the 1998/1999 season) of 25 420 deaths was also made by using the Poisson regression model.[^4^](#b4){ref-type="ref"} The mortality estimates made in this study for 1976--1977 to 2002--2003 were similar to these previous estimates. The annual average for the 1990--1991 through 1998--1999 seasons was 32 928. The average annual estimate for the 1993--1994 through the 2002--2003 seasons, the last decade of the study period, was 36 171 deaths.

While the estimates of numbers and rates of influenza‐associated deaths were similar and highly correlated across models, the estimates of the numbers of epidemic weeks were less highly correlated. The beginning and end of the epidemic periods (i.e., the tails) are typically associated with small differences between expected mortality and observed mortality. Therefore, differences in epidemic weeks lead to smaller differences than might be expected in the estimated annual number of influenza‐associated deaths. Understanding why differences in estimates of epidemic weeks are found using various models is an area for future research.

In summary, each of the four models we used to estimate annual influenza‐associated mortality produced similar estimates, with the exception of summer baseline rate‐difference and the ARIMA models. Several factors must be considered when seeking to make the most efficient and reliable estimates of influenza‐associated deaths. Depending on the availability of consistent and robust surveillance data, the length of the period for which mortality estimates are being made, and the general seasonality of influenza circulation in area of the world being studied, different models might be selected for primary use. We suggest that as countries or areas that have not previously made estimates of influenza‐associated mortality begin this process, that it is reasonable to compare estimates made by using several different methods to see how similar the results are, and how they vary over time. Poisson models seem well‐suited for use in countries with robust viral surveillance data. In countries where viral surveillance data are limited and where the seasonality of influenza is more complex, rate‐difference models represent a reasonable starting point for making estimates of influenza‐associated mortality. An important area for additional research is how to apply statistical models to estimate influenza‐associated mortality in those subtropical and tropical countries that include the majority of the world's population.
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